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Of these three subdivisions both among the Pteroprosthenjcs
and Pterometasthenics-the first and second grand divisions of
Insects-the two higher are typical, of diflrent grades, and the
third is hypotypic. The same is true of the three subdivisions
of each the Apipens and Amplipens, or the first and second

grand divisions of the Pteroprosthenics. This is exhibited in
the following table, in which the grades are expressed by the
same terms as in Article I.

Ptcmprosthenic3. I'terometasthonk Apipons. Amp1pen,.
Betatypic, Apipens. Coleopters. Ily inenopters. Lepidopters.
Gamlnatypic, Ampt ipens. hem ijters. 1)1 pters. 11 omopters.
Ilypotypie, Attenuates. Orthopters. Aph in ipters. Tn chopters.

In the third or hypotypic division of both the Pteroprosthenics
and Pterometasthcnics, on the contrary, the first and second of
the three subdivisions appear to be /ypertypic groups, while the
third is typical; and the hypertypic groups are more or less

closely representatives respectively of the first and second grand
divisions, as follows:




Atternu'tte9,
or Neurupters.

A-Uypertypic, Apipenniforms.

B-Hypertypic, AmpiI penniforms.

Typical, Perattenwmtes.




Orthopters.

5 Coleopterokls,
( or Cursors.

ilenhiI)tcroicls,
or Atnbulators.

Sal tators.

In the fact that these hypotypic divisions include two hypertypic
subdivsions and one, the inferior, typical, there is a parallelism
with the subdivisions of Fishes, (Art. I, p. 343,) and those of

many other hypotypic groups of animals.

Methods of ceplialization, or deceplialization, at the basis c/the ucces
sive grades of subdivisions.

A. In the subkingdom of Articulates, as shown by the writer

(last volume, p. 7) and long held by Agassiz, the classes or

highest subdivisions are insecteans, crustaceans, and Worms.
In passing from Insecteans to Crustaceans, the principal meth

ods of decephalization illustrated are the arnpkflcative, there

being a great enlargement through apocentric or circumferential
extension; the dilutive, or a change from perterrestrial to aquatic
life and respiration (See Char. V, p. 12,); and, over and above
these, a fundamental change of type not expressed in any of the

special methods of decephalization laid down, (page 12).
In passing from iJrustaèeans to Worms, the methods illustrated

are the analytic, in the resolution of the body mostly into its
normal annuli; the multiplicative, in the indefinite number of
segments; the elliptic, in the absence of antenn, feet, &c.
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